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The little ν

Suggested by Pauli in 1930
Discovered in 1956 by Reines and Cowan

νµ and ντ also found
SM: Neutral, spin 1/2, massless
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!̄e + p! n + e+
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The neutrino

! In the Standard Model:

! Neutral

! Spin 1/2

! Massless
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Solar neutrino problem
Homestake experiment 
measured solar ν (SSM)
620 m deep
Radiochemical detection

Found a ratio of 0.32 ± 0.03 

SAGE and GALLEX found 
similar results
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!̄e + 37Cl! 37Ar + e+
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Solar neutrino problem
Real-time detection
Event-by-event analysis 
Larger volumes
New interactions

Kamiokande’s
Water Cherenkov
Neutrino deficit
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Solar neutrino problem
SNO measures new interactions

Elastic Scattering (ES)

Neutral Current (NC)
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!x + d! p + n + !x

!e + d! p + p + !e!x + e! ! !x + e!
Charged Current (CC)
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Solar neutrino problem
SNO solar ν rates (Ahmad et al. PRL 2002)

SSM Prediction
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!CC = 1.76+0.06
!0.05(stat)+0.09

!0.09(syst)! 106cm!2s!1

!ES = 2.39+0.24
!0.23(stat)+0.12

!0.12(syst)! 106cm!2s!1

!NC = 5.09+0.44
!0.43(stat)+0.46

!0.43(syst)! 106cm!2s!1

!SSM = 5.05+1.01
!0.81 ! 106cm!2s!1
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Neutrino mixing
These flavor oscillations fit in the Standard Model

Same lagrangian terms as the other leptons (mass              )
Possible additional Majorana term 
 

Propagation in vacuum 
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the mass to weak eigenstates of the charged leptons. Thus, the lepton mixing matrix occurring
in the charge-lowering weak current has three rows and 3 + ns columns, corresponding to
the fact that, in general, a charged lepton ! couples to a "! which is a linear combination of
3 + ns mass eigenstates. Henceforth, unless explicitly indicated, we shall assume the above-
mentioned decoupling, so that the neutrino mixing matrix is 3 ! 3, and will use U to refer to
the observed lepton mixing matrix, incorporating both the mixings in the neutrino and charged
lepton sector. The possibilities of neutrino oscillations of the form " " "̄ and later oscillations
resulting from the mixing of two mass eigenstates of neutrinos, "1 and "2, to form the weak
eigenstates "e and "µ, were discussed by Pontecorvo and Maki, Nakagawa, and Sakata [15].
The evidence for a third charged lepton, # , from experimental observations at SPEAR [16],
led naturally to the inference of a corresponding third neutrino, "# which, together with the
# , would form a third SU(2)L doublet, ("# , # )TL . An analysis, in the context of the standard
SU(2)L ! U(1)Y electroweak model (generalized to have massive neutrinos) of the mixing
of the mass eigenstates of neutrinos, "1, "2, and "3, to form the weak eigenstates "e, "µ, and
"# via a 3 ! 3 unitary mixing matrix, was first given in [17, 18]. Although the papers of [15]
considered only a 2 ! 2 lepton mixing matrix, currently, the 3 ! 3 lepton mixing matrix (itself
a truncation of the full 3! (3+ns) lepton mixing matrix) is sometimes called the MNS, MNSP
or PMNS matrix. Similarly, the complex phase in this 3 ! 3 mixing matrix is often called the
MNSP phase, but since there was no phase in the actual 2 ! 2 mixing matrix considered by
MNSP in [15] (which depended on a single rotation angle), we shall not use this term here.
The fact that a 3 ! 3 fermion mixing matrix involves a complex phase that gives rise to CP
violation was pointed out by Kobayashi and Maskawa in 1973 [19].

For the case of three Majorana neutrinos, the lepton mixing matrix U can be written as
V K , where V will be parametrized as

V =

!

"
c12c13 s12c13 s13e#i$

#s12c23 # c12s23s13ei$ c12c23 # s12s23s13ei$ s23c13

s12s23 # c12c23s13ei$ #c12s23 # s12c23s13ei$ c23c13

#

$ , (1)

while K = diag (1, ei%1 , ei(%2+$)) [21, 20]. For the case of Dirac neutrinos, we must omit the
matrix K . Therefore, the phase $ is called the Dirac phase and %1,2 are called Majorana phases.
It frequently occurs that instead of %1 and %2 one uses ! and &. Note that even when CP is
conserved, the phases can have a value of '/2 and would give rise to a mass eigenstate with a
negative eigenvalue. This has implications for neutrinoless double beta decay.

1.1.2. Matter effect on neutrino propagation. It is expected on the basis of the Standard Model
that the mixing of electron neutrinos is different in matter than in vacuum. This effect was
discussed by Wolfenstein in 1978 [22], Barger, Whisnant, Pakvasa, and Phillips in 1980 [23]
and Mikheyev and Smirnov in 1986 [24] and is known as the Mikheev–Smirnov–Wolfenstein
(MSW) effect. This effect has been widely studied in the literature [25]. It plays an essential
role in the analysis of the solar neutrino data. All the solar neutrino observations together with
the KamLAND reactor experiment seem to have confirmed that the solar neutrino mixing angle
((12) is large. An important aspect of the favored large mixing angle (LMA) MSW solution
to solar neutrino observations however needs to be tested in future experiments, i.e. it predicts
a rise in the survival probability in the energy region of a few MeV as we move down from
higher to lower solar neutrino energies. Since the present data do not cover this energy region,
new solar neutrino data are needed in order to conclusively establish the LMA solution [26].
Recently the Borexino collaboration has published the first observation of the Be7 neutrinos,
which seems to be in accord with the MSW analysis of the solar neutrino data [27].
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Neutrino mixing

9

I’m an 
electron neutrino!!

I’m a bit confused... I feel 
some τ and μ in me

Back to the 
beginning

phases ! m2
ij(L/E)
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Results
All solar and atmospheric 
experiments are consistent with 
this theory
The global fit is
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!m2 = 6.5+4.4
!2.3 ! 10!5 eV2

tan2! = 0.45+0.09
!0.08
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The KamLAND 
experiment

Kamioka observatory, 
Japan

2,700 m water equivalent 
underground
Reactor neutrinos
Since 2002

11
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The KamLAND 
experiment

Main components

12

Liquid scintillator and 
Balloon

Chimney

Buffer oil

PMTs

Outer 
detector

Outer detector 
PMTs
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The KamLAND 
experiment

Power companies provide power output and burn-up 
data of each reactor
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Decays of 235U, 238U, 239Pu 
and 241Pu are modeled
Experimental checks: β-
decays and reactor 
experiments
Error of 3%
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The KamLAND 
experiment

Neutrinos are detected via

The e+ annihilates 
The neutron is thermalized and in 210 µs is absorbed

14

!̄e + p! n + e+(Ethreshold = !mnp + me = 1.804 MeV)
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KamLAND results
Latest results

S. Abe et al., hep-ex/0801.4589v2

Signal region
0.5 μs < ΔT < 1000 μs
ΔR < 2 m
2.6 MeV < Eprompt < 8.5 MeV
1.8 MeV < Edelayed < 2.6 MeV

~92% efficiency

15
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KamLAND results
Backgrounds

Muons interacting with nuclei that release neutrons
Mimic the signal shape
2ms veto of the full volume
Less than 9 events in data sample

Muons also create β + neutron emitters 9Li/8He
Long lifetimes
2 s veto

Whole volume for poorly tracked or high energy µ
3 m radius cylinder otherwise

13.6 ± 1.0 9Li/8He events

16
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KamLAND results
Backgrounds

 13C(α,n)16O coming from α-decays of 210Po
Fast neutrons
Special runs to measure rate of α-decays 
Source of 210Po and Monte Carlo studies yield 182.0 ± 21.7 events

80.5 ± 0.1 of uncorrelated events
Also geoneutrinos, but those ones are fitted
Total of 276.1 ± 23.5 events

17
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KamLAND results
Expected 2179 ± 89 events
1609 observed
Energy spectrum without 
ν-oscillation excluded at 
more than 5σ  

18

3

TABLE II: Estimated backgrounds after selection efficiencies.

Background Contribution

Accidentals 80.5± 0.1
9Li/8He 13.6± 1.0

Fast neutron & Atmospheric ! <9.0
13C(",n)16O G.S. 157.2± 17.3
13C(",n)16O 12C(n,n#)12C (4.4 MeV #) 6.1± 0.7
13C(",n)16O 1st exc. state (6.05 MeV e+e!) 15.2± 3.5
13C(",n)16O 2nd exc. state (6.13 MeV #) 3.5± 0.2

Total 276.1± 23.5

ing accidental rate at low energies results in a lower efficiency.

Above the 208Tl Compton shoulder at 2.6 MeV, ! reaches 93%

reflecting the efficiency of spatial and temporal cuts (Rp, Rd,

!R, !T ) alone. The systematic uncertainty in ! is evaluated

using 68Ge and 241Am9Be deployments to estimate the space

correlation uncertainties. The efficiency above 2.6 MeV dif-

fers less than 0.5% relative to the efficiency determined from

Monte Carlo; in the region below 1.4 MeV it differs by !7%.

The average efficiency change over the full spectrum is 0.6%.

The dominant background is caused by 13C(",n)16O re-

actions. The prime " particle source is the decay of 210Po,

a daughter of the 222Rn decay chain introduced into the LS

during assembly. From observations of the quenched scintil-

lator signal from the 5.3 MeV ", we estimate that there are

(5.56± 0.22)" 109 210Po "-decays. While the 13C abun-

dance is only 1.1% of the carbon in the LS, the reaction rate is

significant, resulting in neutrons with energies up to 7.3 MeV.

These neutrons primarily undergo n-p scattering and most of

the observed scintillation energy spectrum is quenched be-

low 2.7 MeV. In addition, 12C(n,n#)12C (4.4 MeV #) and the

1st (6.05 MeV, e+e!) and 2nd (6.13 MeV #) excited states of
16O produce signals in coincidence with the scattered neutron

but the exact cross sections are not well known. A 210Po13C

source was employed to study the 13C(",n)16O reaction and

tune a simulation using the cross sections from Ref. [9, 10].

We find that the cross sections for the excited 16O states from

Ref. [9] agree with the 210Po13C data after scaling the 1st ex-

cited state by 0.6; the 2nd excited state requires no scaling. For

the ground-state we use the cross section from Ref. [10] after

subtracting the scaled excited states while accounting for the

energy-dependent neutron detection efficiency [11] and scal-

ing the resulting spectrum by 1.05. Including the 210Po decay-

rate, we assign an uncertainty of 11% for the ground-state and

20% for the excited states. Accounting for !(Ep), there should

be 182.0± 21.7 13C(",n)16O events in the data-set.

To mitigate background arising from the cosmogenic beta

delayed-neutron emitters 9Li and 8He, we apply a 2 s veto

within a 3-m-radius cylinder around the reconstructed tracks

of well-identified muons passing through the LS. For muons

that either deposit a large amount of energy or cannot be

tracked, we apply a 2 s veto of the full detector. We estimate

that 13.6± 1.0 events from 9Li/8He decays remain by fit-
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FIG. 1: Prompt event energy spectrum of !e candidate events.

All histograms corresponding to reactor spectra and expected back-

grounds incorporate the energy-dependent selection efficiency (top

panel). The shaded background and geo-neutrino histograms are cu-

mulative. The data show the statistical uncertainties, the band on the

blue histogram indicates the event rate systematic uncertainty.

ting the time distribution of identified 9Li/8He since the prior

muons. Spallation-produced neutrons are suppressed with a

2 ms full-volume veto after a detected muon in the analysis.

Some neutrons are produced by muons that are undetected

by the OD or miss the OD but interact in the nearby rock.

These neutrons can be scattered and then capture in the LS,

mimicking the $e signal. We also expect some high-energy

background events from atmospheric neutrinos. The energy

spectrum of these backgrounds is assumed to be flat to at

least 30 MeV based on a simulation following [12]. The at-

mospheric $ spectrum and interactions were modeled using

NUANCE [13]. We expect fewer than 9 neutron and atmo-

spheric $ events in the data-set. We observe 15 events in the

energy range 8.5 MeV to 30 MeV, consistent with the limit re-

ported previously [14].

The accidental coincidence background above 0.9 MeV is

measured with a 10-ms-to-20-s delayed-coincidence window

to be 80.5± 0.1 events. Other backgrounds from (#,n) inter-

actions and spontaneous fission are negligible.

Anti-neutrinos produced in the decay chains of 232Th and
238U in the Earth’s interior are limited to prompt ener-

gies below 2.6 MeV. The expected geo-neutrino flux at the

KamLAND location is estimated from a reference model [8],

which assumes a radiogenic heat production rate of 16 TW

from the U and Th-decay chains. The calculated $e fluxes for

U and Th-decay, including a suppression factor of 0.57 due to

neutrino oscillation, are 2.24"106 cm!2s!1 (56.6 events) and

1.90"106 cm!2s!1 (13.1 events), respectively.

In the absence of $e disappearance, we expect to observe

2179± 89 (syst) events from reactors. The backgrounds in the

reactor energy region listed in Table II sum to 276.1± 23.5;

we also expect geo-neutrinos. We observe 1609 events.

Figure 1 shows the prompt energy spectrum of selected

electron anti-neutrino events and the fitted backgrounds. The
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KamLAND results
The results of the solar experiments were

Using KamLAND
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!m2 = 6.5+4.4
!2.3 ! 10!5 eV2

tan2! = 0.45+0.09
!0.08

!m2 = 7.59+0.21
!0.25 ! 10!5 eV2

tan2! = 0.47+0.06
!0.05
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2005

Why KamLAND is cool

20
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2008

Why KamLAND is cool
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FIG. 2: Allowed region for neutrino oscillation parameters from

KamLAND and solar neutrino experiments. The side-panels show

the !!2-profiles for KamLAND (dashed) and solar experiments

(dotted) individually, as well as the combination of the two (solid).

unbinned data is assessed with a maximum likelihood fit to

two-flavor neutrino oscillation (with !13 = 0), simultaneously

fitting the geo-neutrino contribution. The method incorporates

the absolute time of the event to account for time variations

in the reactor flux and includes Earth-matter oscillation ef-

fects. The best-fit is shown in Fig. 1. The joint confidence

intervals give !m2
21 = 7.58+0.14

!0.13(stat)+0.15
!0.15(syst) ! 10!5 eV2

and tan2 !12 = 0.56+0.10
!0.07(stat)+0.10

!0.06(syst) for tan2 !12<1. A

scaled reactor spectrum without distortions from neutrino os-

cillation is excluded at more than 5". An independent anal-

ysis using cuts similar to Ref. [2] finds !m2
21 = 7.66+0.22

!0.20 !

10!5 eV2 and tan2 !12 = 0.52+0.16
!0.10.

The allowed contours in the neutrino oscillation parame-

ter space, including !#2-profiles, are shown in Fig. 2. Only

the so-called LMA-I region remains, while other regions

previously allowed by KamLAND at "2.2" are disfavored

at more than 4". When considering three-neutrino oscilla-

tion, the KamLAND data give the same result for !m2
21,

and a slightly increased uncertainty on !12. The parame-

ter space can be further constrained by incorporating the re-

sults of SNO [15] and solar flux experiments [16] in a two-

neutrino analysis with KamLAND assuming CPT invariance.

The oscillation parameters from this combined analysis are

!m2
21 = 7.59+0.21

!0.21 ! 10!5 eV2 and tan2 !12 = 0.47+0.06
!0.05.

In order to assess the number of geo-neutrinos, we fit the

normalization of the $e energy spectrum from the U and Th-

decay chains simultaneously with the neutrino oscillation pa-

rameter estimation using the KamLAND and solar data; see

Fig. 3. The time of the event gives additional discrimination

power since the reactor contribution varies. The fit yields 25

and 36 detected geo-neutrino events from the U and Th-decay

chains, respectively, but there is a strong anti-correlation. Fix-
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FIG. 3: The low-energy region of the "e spectrum relevant for geo-

neutrinos. The main panel shows the data with the fitted back-

ground and geo-neutrino contributions; the upper panel compares

the background and reactor-"e-subtracted data to the number of geo-

neutrinos for the decay chains of U (dashed) and Th (dotted) calcu-

lated from a geological reference model [8].
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FIG. 4: Ratio of the background and geo-neutrino subtracted "e

spectrum to the expectation for no-oscillation as a function of

L0/E. L0 is the effective baseline taken as a flux-weighted aver-

age (L0 = 180 km); the energy bins are equal probability bins of the

best-fit including all backgrounds (see Fig. 1). The histogram and

curve show the expectation accounting for the distances to the indi-

vidual reactors, time-dependent flux variations and efficiencies. The

error bars are statistical and do not include correlated systematic un-

certainties in the energy scale.

ing the Th/U mass ratio to 3.9 from planetary data [17], we

obtain a combined U+Th best-fit value of 73± 27 events cor-

responding to a flux of (4.4± 1.6)!106 cm!2s!1, in agree-

ment with the geological reference model.

The KamLAND data, together with the solar $ data, set an

upper limit of 6.2 TW (90% C.L.) for a $e reactor source at

the Earth’s center [18], assuming that the reactor produces a

spectrum identical to that of a slow neutron artificial reactor.

The ratio of the background-subtracted$e candidate events,

including the subtraction of geo-neutrinos, to the expectation

assuming no neutrino oscillation is plotted in Fig. 4 as a func-

tion of L0/E. The spectrum indicates almost two cycles of the
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Summary
Neutrinos oscillate

Mass required. New physics?

KamLAND greatly improves Δm2 measurement
It sees the oscillations
Still lots of physics to have fun with
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SASSapproved

Thank you all!


